CASO Newsletter 12/2018

This is the fourth newsletter of the Caring Society. Caring Society (CASO) stands for Building
Communities, Social Inclusion and Health(care) Development. The consortium consists of 3
South African (SA) and 3 European universities which closely collaborate to:
•

further develop and improve healthcare and wellbeing education,

•

improve the position of patients by involving them in classroom settings,

•

promote healthy lifestyles and

•

improve the competence level of healthcare professionals.
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CASO staff meeting @ Karel de Grote University
College in Antwerp

Finally it was our turn to organize and to host the CASO staff meeting at KdG in Antwerp. It is
already our 5th meeting. It seems like yesterday when we first met in Cape Town and
celebrated the approval of this amazing project.
“Time flies when you are having fun”
Although we had a lot of fun, we also struggled sometimes with technical difficulties along the
road. Cultural issues, different ways/methods of working together… nothing that couldn’t be
resolved, but we experienced some delay in the process. On the other hand: maybe we just
needed this time to proceed successfully with our interdisciplinary collaboration.
At this stage we are working towards the finish line; the end symposium, hosted by UCT in
Cape Town in May 2019.
In this meeting everybody has been working very hard in their own group. We finally saw a
red wire in all the Caring Society work. We took time to talk and listen to each other and to
search for overlap and connections.
We can say that the overall MOOC is now in a premature status. Each work package will fill
the MOOC with the needed content. Our goal is that the online MOOC will be accessible for
everybody who has interests in the topics. The participating university colleges can use the
online course as they wish, it can be embedded in the existing curricula and used for blended
learning or consulted for developing workshops or practice.
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Updates on the CASO Programs
Patient Partner program
The team working around the involvement of patient-partners in higher education settings,
had a very productive and constructive week. Based on a shared vision, scaffolded by
concepts of empowerment, expertise by experience and deep learning, we structured our
curriculum content in clear modules that will be integrated in the overarching MOOCplatform. We are proud of the innovative work that will contribute to the unfolding of
participative practices in educational and practice settings! We were only able to develop this
knowledge by experiencing the process as a team ourselves. And as one of our team
members has put it so nicely in a recent blog: “It feels like we have at last put down roots and
anchored ourselves enough so that when the wind comes up, we don’t blow over, we just
sway back and forth and keep stretching towards the sun.”
We ended an intensive week with a guest lecture by dr. Kristel Driessens, coordinator of
Bind-Kracht, and Cindy Van Geldorp, who works as an expert by experience at the Karel de
Grote University College. They inspired the students and staff with a powerful story about the
impact of poverty on the experiences of peoples. They showed us how these painful
experiences and realities can generate a great network of engaged people (experts by
experience, trainers, lecturers and researchers), who coproduce knowledge and are setting
up trainings to foster participative, respectful and empowering practices in the field of social
and healthcare. It is all about caring for the whole of society!

Health & Life Style Program:
The main aim of the Health and Lifestyle Program (WP 2.2) is to strengthen health in
communities by capacitating future professionals to apply sustainable physical education and
capacitating students to plan and implement projects concerning healthy lifestyle and health
enhancing physical activity together with health, social, education and sports professionals
and the local population.
During our meeting in Antwerp we worked on the Intensive Program, on the online module
and on the internship. We also discussed and decided on a common CASO framework, the
dissemination and the sustainability of our Health and Lifestyle Program.
Planning the next Intensive Program (18 February 2019- 1 March 2019) was easy because
of our experience with the student mobility to Cape Town during the previous IP. Videos of
last year are now attached to the online module that prepare students for the Intensive
Program in 2019. They explain the practical aspects of the IP like accommodation and
transport, the process, the schedule and the certification.
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The content of the online preparation to this IP remained largely the same:

This online course became a MOOC. This will help to keep the module alive after CASO.
CPUT and UWC registered this MOOC as a course, so that for example teachers that would
like to take a short course for their professional development can enroll. The WP2.2 team will
add a practitioners-guide, including the e-portfolio to the module and explain how it builds
on to the internship and publish it as a Creative Comments.
The IP is followed by the internship (3 March– 7 June 2019). During our meeting in Antwerp
we discussed the content and the assignments, like for example include V-logs or digital
stories on a site made by each group of students during their internship.
The WP2.2 team also discussed and decided in Antwerp on:
•

the ‘Empowered Social, Health and Lifestyle’ professional as a common CASO
framework that actually connects all the work-packages.

•

the ‘Dissemination’ by publications and the end symposium in which the WP 2.2 will
host three workshops:
o

‘Improving health and life style at schools’ looking at the student
perspectives with fresh and dynamic review on best practices

o

‘Higher impact trough multidisciplinary collaboration’ taking the
professionals perspective for an amazing and active workshop-experience

o

from a stake-holders perspective engagement is evoked by discussing
advantages and disadvantages of ‘Physical Activity as a tool for
Community Development’

•

the ‘Sustainability’ by starting to look to projects and funding possibilities for after the
CASO-project. These ideas will soon be translated in concrete applications.
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Empowered Caregiver Program:
From ‘liefdevolle leier’ to empowered caregiver: a journey that’s almost coming to an end!

Poster made by Celesté Louw

The main focus during this meeting was finalizing the online course. We assured that every
item in the course was filled and we made the course ‘user-friendly’. The students were
asked to evaluate the course. Their feedback will be used to adjust the course. From
February the course will be online!
https://mooc.lamk.fi/

The second focus was preparing our contribution for the final CASO conference. Our work
package will be hosting 3 workshops. One about emotional agility, one on motivational
interviewing and one on critical thinking.
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During the meeting Marleen Mares and Charlot Lugtigheid introduced to the whole CASO
team a preview on their workshop about motivational interviewing: really motivational!
We are ready for the last part of our journey! Up to Cape Town May 2019!

Virtual reality: During the meeting everyone could escape into the virtual world to discover
the possibilities of Virtual reality. Amazing to see what’s possible in this ‘other world’. See
https://www.kdg.be/onderzoek-en-expertise/onderzoeksprojecten/immersimed-future-proofimmersive-platform-medical for more information about a future-proof immersive platform for
medical training developed at KDG.
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Field visit:
www.royalantwerpfc.be/community/social-projects/streetboys

Community project for homeless people (social inclusion through sports)

Informal or social activities
•

Informal drink and short walk on Sunday: on Sunday we started to discover Antwerp
and we tasted the first ‘Belgium beers’.
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•

Getting around Antwerp: using public transportation, walking and biking.

•

City run: On Tuesday evening we went for a Night City Run. Enjoying the illuminating
City and a short detour in to the harbor with the beautiful ‘Harbor house’. 10k of
healthy sightseeing!
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Soccer game: Belgium-Finland: 2-0

Visiting Gent with the fantastic guide Bea!
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Bea, Véronique, Pieter en Stef

For more reflections of the participants see:
https://www.caringsociety.eu/newsandblogs/

And don’t forget:
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